Such children are by no means being brought to a state of efficiency and self support by our public schools, nor are they given the training which will make them a social and industrial asset to the community.
On the other hand the accelerate, the pupil of brilliant mind, is equally unfortunate. He enters school with capabilities two or three times as great as the average child, and yet must be moulded into conformity with him. He is habituated and disciplined in the routine of the school adapted to the child far below him in intellectual capacity, and thus suffers retardation in his progress just as real and even more pathetic, than is experienced by his defective school mate. He is given little opportunity to grow to his full capacity, to develop clear up to his psychological and physiological limit. It is impossible for us to calculate at present by any statistical method at hand, how much society has really lost from the retardation of the brilliant child by our present system. Throughout the whole history of our public schools, youths of exceptional ability have been bored, dwarfed, atrophied, side-tracked, discouraged, and lost to society. It is at this end of the curve of mental ability that we should expect to find our leaders, and our best thinkers in every department of learning, provided there were given in our system of education the opportunity for such minds to develop freely and fully. This same group of thirty-six children was tested for auditory memory. Ten lists of words, the names of common objects, were read to the class, and after the reading of each list, the pupils were asked to write down as many words as they could remember. 
